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$350,000

Are you on the lookout for coastal land and a luxurious lifestyle at Elliott Heads? Look no further. Lot 25, spanning across

799sqm, holds the promise of your dream coastal abode on the Coral Coast. Situated in Stage 1, this lot offers the

potential of ocean glimpses, depending on your envisioned construction. The anticipated registration date is January

2024, presenting an opportunity for a new beginning in coastal living.South Beach stands as an ideal location, just a

15-minute drive from essential shops and everyday services. Eager to indulge in a day on the water? You're in luck – a brief

stroll takes you to the patrolled beach, while the local boat ramp is a mere 10 minutes away. Whether you're a water

sports enthusiast or prefer a relaxed day by the shore, South Beach provides the convenience you desire.Nestled at the

entrance to The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park, South Beach Elliott Heads is Queensland's distinguished master-planned

community. Every aspect has been meticulously designed to ensure utmost comfort, luxury, and convenience for all

residents. Catering to diverse lifestyles, it's the perfect choice for families, retirees, and those seeking a peaceful coastal

retreat.Don't let this opportunity slip away to claim your space at South Beach Elliott Heads. Reach out to us today to

discover more about the available lots. Craft the seaside sanctuary you've always envisioned in this breathtaking coastal

paradise. Your new life beckons at South Beach!Disclaimer: We have obtained this property information from sources we

believe to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. Prospective buyers are advised to carry out their own

investigations.


